Himalayan Art

01. Sculptures India
Kashmir
Sugatisandarsana Lokesvara
Bronze H. 9 7 8"
Queen Didda; circa 1000 A.D.
Sri Pratap Singh Museum, Srinagar

02. Sculptures India
Kashmir
Sugatisandarsana Lokesvara
Detail-Bust
Queen Didda; circa 1000 A.D.
Sri Pratap Singh Museum, Srinagar

03. Sculpture: India
Kashmir
Sugatisandarsana Lokesvara
Detail-Pedestal and dedicatory inscription
Queen Didda; circa 1000 A.D.
Sri Pratap Singh Museum, Srinagar

04. Sculptures India
Kashmir
Sugatisandarsana Lokesvara
Back of the image
Queen Didda; circa 1000 A.D.
Sri Pratap Singh Museum, Srinagar

05. Sculpture: India
Kashmir; Devasar
Avatara frame
Bronze H. 73;"; circa 10 C A.D.
Sri Pratap Singh Museum, Srinagar

06. Sculpture: India
Kashmir; Devasar
Avatars frame-Bronze
Detail: Top figures
Sri Pratap Singh Museum, Srinagar

1808. Sculptures India
Kashmir; Devasar
Avatars frame-Bronze
Detail: Top left-Attendants
Sri Pratap Singh Museum, Srinagar

1809. Sculpture: India
Kashmir; Devasar
Avatars frame-Bronze
Details Left side 1st figure from bottom
Naga
Sri Pratap Singh Museum, Srinagar

1810. Sculptures India
Kashmir; Devasar
Avatars frame-Bronze
Detail: Left side 2nd figure from bottom
Vishnu-Anantasayana
Sri Pratap Singh Museum, Srinagar

1811. Sculpture: India
Kashmir; Devasar
Avatars frame-Bronze
Detail: Left side 3rd figure from bottom-Varaha
Sri Pratap Singh Museum, Srinagar

1812. Sculptures India
Kashmir; Devasar
Avatars frame-Bronze
Details Left side 7th figure from bottom-Varaha
Sri Pratap Singh Museum, Srinagar

1813. Sculpture: India
Kashmir; Devasar
Avatars frame-Bronze
Details Left side 7th figure from bottom-Naga under the feet of Varaha
Sri Pratap Singh Museum, Srinagar
15. Sculptures India
Kashmir; Devasar
Avatara frame—Bronze
Detail: Right side between 7th & 6th figures—Flames on prabhavamandala
Sri Pratap Singh Museum, Srinagar

16. Sculptures India
Kashmir; Devasar
Avatara frame—Bronze
Details Right side 6th figure Narasimha
Sri Pratap Singh Museum, Srinagar

17. Sculptures India
Kashmir; Devasar
Avatara frame—Bronze
Details Right side 6th figure from bottom—Narasimha: Hiranyakasipu
Sri Pratap Singh Museum, Srinagar

18. Sculptures India
Kashmir; Devasar
Avatara frame—Bronze
Detail: Right side 6th figure from bottom—Narasimha: Hiranyakasipu
Sri Pratap Singh Museum, Srinagar

19. Sculptures India
Kashmir; Devasar
Avatara frame—Bronze
Details Right side 2nd figure from bottom—Kalki
Sri Pratap Singh Museum, Srinagar

20. Kashmir; India
Road to Burzahom

21. Architecture: India
Kashmir; Avantipur
Avantisvami Temple
General view

22. Architectures India
Kashmir; Avantipur
Avantisvami Temple
Detail of peristyle

23. Architecture: India
Kashmir; Avantipur
Avantisvami Temple
Detail of courtyard

24. Architectures India
Kashmir; Avantipur
Avantisvami Temple
Sculpture—Detail of 1823

25. Architectures India
Kashmir; Avantipur
Avantisvami Temple
Sculpture

26. Architecture: India
Kashmir; Avantipur
Avantisvami Temple
Architectural fragment

27. Architectures India
Kashmir; Buniar
Pandava Temple
View from left front

28. Architectures India
Kashmir; Martand
Martanda Temple
Front view

29. Architectures India
Kashmir; Martand
Martanda Temple
Courtyard and sanctum

30. Architectures India
Kashmir; Narastan
Narayan Temple
Front view

31. Architecture: India
Kashmir; Narastan
Narayan Temple
View of entrance and portico

32. Architecture: India
Kashmir; Narastan
Narayan Temple
Side wall showing niche and double pediment

33. Architectures India
Kashmir; Pandrethan
Siva Temple—Rear view
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 136.   | Architecture: India  
         Kashmir; Pandrethan  
         Siva Temple-Front view |
| 137.   | Architecture: India  
         Kashmir; Pandrethan  
         Siva Temple-Interior  
         Sculpture on ceiling |
| 138.   | Architecture: India  
         Kashmir; Parihasapura  
         Distant view of ruins |
| 139.   | Architecture: India  
         Kashmir; Parihasapura  
         Ruins of stupa |
| 140.   | Architecture: India  
         Kashmir; Parihasapura  
         Basement of stupa |
| 141.   | Architecture: India  
         Kashmir; Parihasapura  
         Ruins of stupa  
         Architectural fragment |
| 142.   | Architecture: India  
         Kashmir; Patan  
         Sugandhesa Temple  
         Distant view |
| 143.   | Architecture: India  
         Kashmir; Patan  
         Sugandhesa Temple  
         Left side of temple |
| 144.   | Architecture: India  
         Kashmir; Patan  
         Sugandhesa Temple  
         Remains of the temple |
| 145.   | Architecture: India  
         Kashmir; Payar  
         Siva Temple  
         View from South |
| 146.   | Architecture: India  
         Kashmir; Payar  
         Siva Temple  
         View from South with  
         Bhairava in niche |
| 147.   | Architecture: India  
         Kashmir; Payar  
         Siva Temple  
         Southeast view |
| 148.   | Architecture: India  
         Kashmir; Payar  
         Siva Temple  
         Interior-Ceiling |
| 149.   | Architecture: India  
         Kashmir; Tapar  
         Tapaditya Temple  
         General view |
| 150.   | Architecture: India  
         Kashmir; Tapar  
         Tapaditya Temple  
         General view |
| 151.   | Ladakh: India  
         View from Sonemarg |
| 152.   | Sculpture: India  
         Ladakh; Mulbeck  
         Buddha |
| 153.   | Ladakh; India  
         Lamayuru; Distant view |
| 154.   | Sculpture: India  
         Ladakh; Khalsi  
         Mani wall |
| 155.   | Architecture: India  
         Ladakh; Phyang monastery |
| 156.   | Architecture: India  
         Ladakh; Phyang monastery  
         Altar |
| 157.   | Architecture: India  
         Ladakh; Alchi  
         Distant view |
| 158.   | Architecture: India  
         Ladakh; Alchi monastery  
         Porch |
| 159.   | Architecture: India  
         Ladakh; Alchi monastery  
         Painting (mandala) |
| 160.   | Architecture: India  
         Ladakh; Alchi monastery  
         Painting |
| 161.   | Architecture: India  
         Ladakh; Alchi monastery  
         Painting |
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